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Dinosaurs Of The Air
By Gregory S. Paul

John Hopkins University Press, 2002

The paucity of fossils leads to the threshold problem. Palaeontologists are fond of ending papers and talks by
calling for more fossils to fill in the remaining gaps, and some have wryly observed that paleo taxonomists are
perpetually waiting for the next find before coming to a conclusion. How-ever, it is a fact that until enough well-
preserved remains are known from enough places and times, we may not be able to discern relationships beyond
a certain level. Page 16

For example, Archaeopteryx skeletons found in the 1800s confirmed that birds arose from flying reptiles rather
than from flying fish or flying mammals, but the basic ancestral group remained open to debate because there
were not enough skeletons from small dinosaurs and other archosaurs for comparison. By the 1920s,
palaeontologists arguably had enough remains of Mesozoic predatory dinosaurs and birds to conclude that the
latter probably descended from the former, but the specific dinosaur group remained obscure. We now have a
good understanding of which Cretaceous predatory dinosaurs are closest to Archaeopteryx. However, we still do
not have enough transitional forms to determine the exact relation-ships between the groups closest to the
earliest birds, and the Jurassic gap leaves us wandering in the phylogenetic dark when it comes to deter-mining
the closest avian ancestors. Page 17

All the gaps in the fossil record make it difficult to sort out exactly who descended from whom. However,
ancestral species obviously did exist in large numbers, and some of them must be preserved somewhere in the
record. Page 17

Most importantly, it is very unlikely that Archaeopteryx is the ancestor of later birds. Much more likely is that
Archaeopteryx was on one of a number of dead-end branches of avian evolution present in the Late Jurassic.
The urvogel's habits may not fully represent the habits of the early birds that were in the mainstream of
evolution that produced the majority of Aves. Page 167

So many groups have been proposed as the closest relatives to birds that analyzing the various alternatives is a
large task. Page 171

The Evolution And Extinction Of The Dinosaurs
David E. Fastovsky And David B Weishampel, Cambridge University Press, 2005

“The origin of bird flight itself is shrouded in mystery.” Page 326

Origin of Bird Flight
American Zoologist, Volume 41, Number 3 (June, 2001), pages 598-607

The central problem of the origin of bird flight is the evolution of the flight stroke, which generates thrust.
Rayner (1985a, b, 1991, 2001) focused on the importance of this problem in aerodynamic terms, and Padian
(1982, 1985, 1987, 1995, 2001a) discussed it in functional and evolutionary contexts. Page 599

The first question is how the structures of feathers evolved, and this is still not entirely clear. Page 603

The Origin Of The Avian Flight Stroke
Paleobiology, Volume 31, Number 3, 2005, pages 382-399

Stephen M. Gatesy and David B. Baier

Despite an influx of relevant fossil material and new functional insights from extant birds, the historical origin
of the avian flight stroke remains poorly resolved. Page 382
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Encyclopaedia Britannica,
2002 Hard Copy Edition.

Passerines, like other small land birds with fragile bones and arboreal habits, are rarely fossilized; hence the
fossil record gives few clues to their evolution. Their origins, both in time and ancestral type, can only be
guessed. Volume, 15, Page 100

With the lack of a significant fossil record, nothing is known of the type or types of birds from which passerines
arose. Studies of the anatomy of modern forms have led to a general agreement that the perching birds
developed from more than one ancestral type (polyphyletic origin). But until more evidence is unearthed,
nothing further can be said. Volume, 15, Page 100

Encyclopaedia Britannica,
2011, Online Library Edition.
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Pelecaniforms, Birds
The origin of the pelecaniforms is a matter of some debate. Some authorities assert that pelecaniforms diverged
from other birds as late as the early Eocene Epoch (about 56 million years ago); however, available evidence
suggests that the stocks leading to the Procellariiformes, typical pelecaniform birds ( Fregatae plus Pelecani),
Phaethontes, and Laridae (gulls and terns), diverged during the Cretaceous Period, probably at least 70 million
years ago. Nevertheless, there is widespread agreement that pelecaniforms diversified into the six extant
families by the early Miocene Epoch (which began some 23 million years ago).

Casuariiform, Birds
The absence of fossil material notwithstanding, the order must have had a long evolution during the Cenozoic
Era (from 65.5 million years ago to the present).

Ciconiiform, Birds
Most but not all ornithologists accept that the order evolved through a single phyletic line—apart from the
equivocal position of the flamingos (Phoenicopterus) and with possible reservations about shoebills
(Balaeniceps).

Falconiforms, Birds
Falconiforms have no obvious evolutionary links with other birds. Currently they are placed between ducks, on
the one hand, and game birds on the other; but they bear no clear resemblance to either, while fossil evidence
does not indicate intermediate links.

Columbiformes, Birds
By the time they appear in the fossil record, the Columbiformes are already so well differentiated that their
phylogenetic relations cannot be determined with certainty.
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Piciformes, Birds
The dearth of fossils leaves the evolution of existing groups open to speculation. If it is true that existing
families of the order are only specialized remnants of a formerly more diverse assemblage, then the generalized
groups that might have included common ancestors of some of the modern families are now extinct. Therefore,
the evolution of the order must be interpreted from inferences based on the morphology of its existing families.

Little can be said about the puff birds and jacamars. Both families are relatively uniform, and no existing species
shows intermediacy or close resemblance between them. They must have evolved very early in the history of the
order from a generalized fly-catching ancestor. If suborders Galbulae and Pici are indeed closely related, their
divergence from a common ancestor must have occurred long ago.

Birds

The origin of birds, feathers, and avian flight have long been hotly debated. That birds evolved from reptilian
ancestors is universally accepted, but did they evolve from thecodont reptiles or theropod dinosaurs? How and
when did feathers evolve from the scaly reptilian integument? Did avian flight evolve from a terrestrial ancestor
or an arboreal one? Such debates continue to be fuelled by regular discoveries in China and Mongolia of
remarkably preserved fossils from a critical period in avian evolution—the Early Cretaceous (145.5 million to
99.6 million years ago).
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